We appreciate Dr. Oh’s thoughtful and constructive comments on our recent article entitled “Three-arm robot-assisted thoracoscopic surgery for locally advanced N2 non-small cell lung cancer”. There are several points in his comments that we would like to echo. (I) As Dr. Oh mentioned, our approach is a RAL-3 technique according to the new American Association for Thoracic Surgery (AATS) consensus on robotic-assisted thoracic surgery (RATS) nomenclature (1). The simple 4-unit naming system contains critical details of the surgery, in our case, R for robot, A for assisted, L for lobectomy and 3 for 3-arm technique. This new nomenclature marks a big step forward and the era of using one name (RATS) to represent all procedures. We strongly recommend all robotic surgeries to be recorded using the new naming system. (II) Lung flips in a robotic approach is generally easier than that in a traditional thoracoscopic approach. Although we attempt to avoid unnecessary flips, during the resection of some challenging cases, it is common to approach the lobectomy from various routes. (III) As Dr. Oh pointed, we prefer posterior approach, also termed as “bronchus first”, for right upper lobectomy not only because it is less likely to injure the truncus but also because it is easier to control bleeding if accidental bleeding occurs (2).

In addition to our 3-arm approach, Dr. Oh briefly introduced the 4-arm approach to the new X and Xi platforms. Although we have little experience in these new robots, some technical advances should certainly ease the operation. For instance, the additional arm will allow better control by the surgeon and less reliance on the assistant so that the surgery can be performed by a complete portal approach under capnothorax. The flexible robotic stapler can minimize retraction of the vessel. All such technical improvement should significantly reduce the difficulty of robotic surgery and hasten the conversion from video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) to RATS. The real power of the robot is that it provides unlimited possibilities for improvements which will eventually be translated to surgical outcomes. Therefore, although fierce debates remain in this area, robotic surgeons should have faith and carry on.

Again, we thank Dr. Oh for his comments on our article.
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